Abstract. This paper reports on results from a study of the poleward edge of the auroral oval in the morning sector using a comprehensive blend of in situ and ground-based measurements. Three rockets, equipped to measure electric and magnetic fields, energetic particles, and plasma density flew into an auroral display whose dynamical features were recorded with a digital image intensified all-sky camera as well as with an incoherent scatter radar. In addition, a number of DMSP satellite measurements bracketed the launch time. Evidence is presented here that in a condition of declining magnetic activity Sun-aligned arcs are injected into the polar cap at velocities ,,•7 km/s from locations of periodic brightening along the morningside of the aurorM oval. The multipoint in situ measurements allow some separation of temporal and spatiM effects and strongly suggest a poleward contraction of the convection pattern of about 0.25 ø INVL in 70 s. The most equatorward of the two brightest arcs studied erupted into a region which Mready was characterized by strong sunward convection. The most poleward, however, pushed into a region that had been convecting in an antisunward direction at velocities exceeding I km/s less than 2 rain earlier, and it is likely that sunward convection subsequently pertained poleward of that arc as well. We believe that these events mark the reconfiguration of the magnetosphere into a system characterized by a smaller polar cap. , 1978]. In the other extreme of a strongly southward IMF the oval is well defined, and the polar cap is devoid of aurora. As reviewed by Akasofu, there is no fundamental difference between auroral oval and polar cap arcs; both are associated with upward field-aligned currents, have evidence for a parallel accelerating mechanism, and seem to be intimately related to the convection pattern. In fact, in terms of their importance for magnetospheric physics, one of the 17,577
Introduction
The Much of our information on the polar cap has come from orbiting satellites and the Greenland chain of magnetometers and all-sky cameras. The former necessarily results in snapshots of the optical, particle, and field data as the spacecraft traverses the polar cap and gives no information on how the structures evolve in time. The latter is an enormous database and ill-suited to the study of individual events. In our case we used both in situ traversals of Sun-aligned arcs and all-sky images to study the relationship between the convection pattern, field-aligned currents, the auroral oval, and the evolution of Sun-aligned arcs in time during a quieting of the magnetospheric system.
As part of this campaign, three rockets were launched nearly simultaneously into the early-morning polar cap on trajectories which led them toward the auroral oval on March 31, 1987. These carried probes to measure electric and magnetic fields, electron density and temperature, and particle precipitation. The Danish Space Research Institute provided a fluxgate magnetometer, which was carried by a daughter payload ejected from Main 68 s after launch. This was done to provide a clean environment, with as little contamination from payload currents as possible. The interesting physics is not contained in the total B measured, but in the fluctuations on top of the background geomagnetic field. Computing currents from these data requires knowing the orientation of the magnetometer with respect to the geomagnetic field at all times, and although the daughter payload carried no separate attitude system, a magnetometer provides its own attitude solution if spin and coning rates are constant and the initial conditions are known. Primdahi and Marklund [1986] Figure 2 where the electron differential energy flux is plotted along with one electric field component and the orthogonal magnetic field component.
As discussed in more detail elsewhere [Berg, 1993] , the coordinate system was chosen to correspond to the symmetry associated with auroral arc elongation in a preferred direction. The all-sky images, as well as the field measurements, were used to define this arc coordinate system. The energy flux peaks at an energy just under I keV which is consistent with the polar cap observations of Gussenhoven [1982] and Hardy et al. [1986] .
The peak flux at I keV is comparable with theta aurora and somewhat higher than typical subvisual arcs [Weber et al., 1989 ].
In a truly two-dimensional system of this type, and 5By would be perfectly anticorrelated if • were constant. Perusal of Figure 2 shows that, although not perfect, there is an evident anticorrelation. The initial plasma flow detected on the rocket was antisunward but reversed to sunward about 1ø equatorward of the launch site and remained that way the remainder of the flight. A large inverted V was crossed by the main payload as were several smaller ones. These major events, as well as the more frequent short bursts of precipitation, coincided with characteristic changes in tie and 5B [Berg, 1990] .
We concentrate here on what we consider to be the birth of two Sun-aligned arcs and the magnetospheric conditions under which they occurred. Details concerning the microscale features of the arcs will be published separately. [1977] are typical, namely that magnetic activity is higher before Sun-aligned arcs appear than after, then the fact that AE was not only small but also decreasing during the flights is of prime importance.
Geophysical Conditions

Polar Cap Particle Precipitation
The electron precipitation measured by the DMSP 
All-Sky Camera Images
Having discussed the conditions prevailing throughout the polar cap at the time of launch, we now turn to observations of the ionosphere above Sondre Stromfjord, Greenland, made just before and during the rocket flights. We begin with the all-sky camera images.
For the same horizontal displacement from an observer on the ground, an object at a low altitude will appear further from zenith than one at a high altitude, These images indicate that two distinct auroral arcs emerged from the oval and crossed the footprints of the three rockets during flight. In this paper we will refer to the arc towards zenith (also polesyard) as arc I and the other as arc 2. While arc I emerged after Main and Super 2 had passed, arc 2 emerged prior to their arrival; and, with good fortune, arc 2 was at its brightest during 
Large-Scale Convection Patterns
Narrowing our scope still further, we now concentrate on the electric field data measured by Main and Super 2. They imply that the overall convection pattern shifted poleward coincident with the emergence of the Sun-aligned arcs, a behavior that is consistent with the view that these arcs were associated with a shrinking polar cap. Figure 114 shows the meridional (magnetic north) and zonal (magnetic west) components of the electric field, in the Earth reference frame, deduced from the double-probe electric field data of Main. The data have been averaged to give approximately two samples per second. Figure 11b shows the meridional and zonal components of the electric field in the Earth reference frame, deduced from the double-probe electric field data of Super 2. One of the booms snapped on Super 2 due to its unfortunately high spin rate, and a large coning resulted. The field was thus deduced using data from just one set of probes. It is thus possible that some of the fluctuations in Figure 11b , which are not seen in Figure 114 , particularly near the end of the flight, are due to errors in the data reduction process.
There is a clear similarity in the general features of the Main and Super 2 electric field data. The meridional and zonal components from both rockets reveal the same general trends, with Super 2 seeing the structures after Main, as would be expected due to the difference in their horizontal velocity. As will be discussed below, however, Main observed the structures at a lower invariant latitude than did Super 2. Where the Main and Super 2 ]g signatures are different, the differences make sense. Main observed larger fluctuations than Super 2, which was probably due to its closer proximity to the emerging arc 2 and the fact the arc had nearly died away by the time Super 2 reached it. Super 2 did see a larger southward electric field than Main, but this can be explained as a change in the overall large-scale convection pattern between the times that Main and Super I reached that region. One might argue that the rotation of E measured by Main and Super 2 prior to passing through arc 2 was a temporal signature of the arcs extending toward the payloads rather than a strictly spatial structure corresponding to a convection reversal. However, there is little support for such a conclusion. 
Conclusions
We have studied in some detail the auroral features and convection patterns near the edge of the morning sector auroral oval when the AE index was decreasing from a low value to virtually zero. Two Sun-aligned arcs were observed to emerge from the auroral oval and to jet across the night sky at speeds well in excess of the ionospheric ExB drifts detected in the region. The more equatorward of these arcs (arc 2) was traversed by The implication is that in a decaying magnetospheric condition, the flow field adjusts to a lower energy state and that this readjustment is accompanied by Sunaligned auroral arcs. The rocket-borne magnetic field measurements, which are necessarily limited to detecting current systems at scales _< 100 km, showed 4-5 paired current sheets with roughly equal magnitude upward and downward Birkeland currents. One of these was at the instantaneous convection reversal boundary. Two of these paired sheets are clearly colocated with inverted V's detected by the particle detectors on board and one clearly with a Sun-aligned optical arc. Finally, we speculate on the origin of the arcs. Both arc I and arc 2 erupted out of regions in the auroral oval which were brighter than the surrounding regions. If we identify areas of excess negative charge density with the precipitating electrons (as is consistent with the fact that the ionosphere is a net load on the magnetospheric generator and V-E < 0) and the adjacent darker regions with excess positive charge density, then the paired current sheets might correspond to sunward advection and elongation of these regions from their initial location to their final position in the polar cap. The initial pattern of bright spots may be due to a mesoscale electrostatic instability, such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz, operating on the prior convection reversal boundary.
